Competition Terms
Last updated: 11th July 2018
Listed below are the terms and conditions under which a user who has completed the account
registration via www.prediction.vc (“our website”) and has been accepted by us as a user
(“User” or “you”) of Prediction Intelligence Limited (“PredictionVC”, “we”, “us” or “our”) in
accordance with the these terms and conditions (the “Competition” or “Competitions” or
“Competition Terms”). Competitions are subject to the additional terms of use presented on our
website, including the Terms of Use and the Privacy Policy.
1. The Competition runs weekly from Wednesday at 12 noon (GMT) and ends on Tuesday
midnight (GMT) or at any prior date of our choosing (the “Competition Period”).
2. Registration to participate in the Competition is free and automatic to Users that have
connected at least one exchange account prior to the end date of the Weekly Trading
Competition.
3. The winner of the Weekly Trading Competition is the User who finishes top of the
Traders Leaderboard during the applicable week. The Traders Leaderboard shows
Users that have generated the highest financial return within the Competition Period.
View more information on the how the financial return is calculated.
4. Users may participate in the Competition with real money or virtual money. The
Competition leaderboard updates on an hourly basis and the top performing traders can
be viewed on our website.
5. The winner of the weekly trading competition receives US$500 cash equivalent, payable
in BTC, ETH or another cryptocurrency (“Cash Prize”) as may be advertised prior to the
competition announcement.
6. The Winner of the competition will be announced on our Telegram Group. The Cash
Prize must be redeemed within two weeks of receipt (the “Exercise Period“).
7. Failure to redeem the Cash Prize during the Exercise Period will result in the forfeit of
the Cash Prize, and you will have no claim of any kind against Prediction Intelligence
Limited.
8. The Traders Leaderboard may indicate a 1st position of a user that has otherwise not
met the Competition qualification criteria. Moreover, the Traders Leaderboard may
include employees of PredictionVC who are not entitled to win the Cash Prize. In such
scenarios, the Winner will go to the User that does meet the qualification criteria that has
the highest return on the Traders Leaderboard.
9. Cash Prize may not be exchanged for cash or other prizes or transferred to a third party
without Our consent.
10. If a User’s account has been closed during a Weekly Trading Competition, such User will
not be eligible to participate in the Competition.
11. Users will be notified of this Competition through our website or by email.

12. Your participation in the Competition is deemed to constitute your agreement that we
may use your name, likeness or image for promotional purposes on our website or
elsewhere without the requirement for any payment and you expressly waive any claims
against us in this regard should you win the Cash Prize.
13. We reserve the right to alter these terms and conditions at any time in our sole discretion
and without prior notice.
14. We reserve the right, at any time, to cancel, modify or suspend the Competition at any
time in our sole discretion, and if, in our sole judgement; the Competition is not capable
of being conducted as specified.
15. We may restrict participation in this Competition to one for each household, computer
terminal or mobile device.
16. These terms and conditions and any matters relating hereto shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of the Cayman Islands and shall be subject to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Cayman Courts.
If you have any questions regarding this Competition, please contact us on Telegram.

